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Training for Disasters
in the Healthcare Industry:
6 Cases Prove Its Value
“An urgent public health issue” is how the
Department of Health and Human Services
(HHS) describes the need for stronger emergency
preparedness in the healthcare industry, and that may
be a huge understatement. Too many facilities are
simply not prepared to cope when disaster strikes.
The HHS’s recent proposed requirements aim to
change that. They would mean big changes for more
than 68,000 facilities, from large hospital chains to
rural health clinics, including putting plans in place to:
• Maintain emergency lighting, fire safety systems
and waste disposal during power losses
• Keep temperatures at a safe level for patients
• Track displaced patients
• Provide care at alternate sites
• Handle volunteers
• Identify alternate hospitals for patients
awaiting organs,
• And much, much more.
But there’s a problem with executing these
requirements that every healthcare facility is aware
of: The potentially crushing costs in time, money and
labor. Many have spoken out on the HHS proposal,

pointing out that the estimated first-year cost of $225
million, as the American Hospital Association said,
“may have significantly underestimated the burden
and cost associated with complying with this rule.”
And that’s before you take into account the $100
million+ cut from the Health & Human Services Hospital
Preparedness Plan (HPP) in January 2014 – a nearly
30% reduction to a program aimed at strengthening
preparedness for public health emergencies.
But as recent history has shown, the cost of
emergency preparedness, though steep, is nothing
compared to the effects of a disaster for facilities
that are caught unprepared.
One factor that has been shown to mitigate costs:
effective training. In many worst-case scenarios, it
is the actions of professionals trained in emergency
management best practices – in particular, DRI
International’s renowned Professional Practices –
that have helped save lives, limit damage and ensure
a continuity of care that keeps facilities operational.
Here are six recent crisis points throughout the
United States, and how the facilities operating
there responded – or failed to respond – to
overwhelming situations.
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New York City vs. Superstorm Sandy
When Tropical Storm Sandy hit in late October
2012, the east coast braced for heavy rain, flooding
and gale-force winds, and area hospitals were faced
with the task of handling patients while remaining
operational. But for some facilities, the storm
proved too powerful.
Case in point: New York University Langone Medical
Center. Because of a power outage and a failure
of backup generators at the hospital, paramedics
and other medical workers set to work evacuating
about 200 patients – roughly 45 of whom were in
critical care. 24 ambulances lined up, to be waved
in to pick up patients from a lobby packed full with
hospital personnel, family members and patients.
It was a similar scene at Bellevue Hospital, where
the 182,000 square-foot basement – housing over
200 pieces of critical equipment – flooded with up
to 18 feet of water. Even more disastrous: the fuel
pumps to the hospital generators stopped working,
and hospital staff then spent 13 hours carrying
five-gallon containers of fuel up 13 flights of stairs
to keep the generators running. Ultimately, Bellevue
had to evacuate as well.
These evacuations put a serious strain on the
hospitals that remained functional during the storm.
New York-Presbyterian/Weill Cornell Hospital had
so many additional emergency room patients that
they were being parked in the lobby. Other hospitals
had to add overtime shifts of doctors and nurses
(including borrowing staff from Langone), convert
offices for use in patient care and – in one case –
buy extra beds from a local furniture store.

But not every hospital was caught off-guard.
Because it was built in 1994 to meet and exceed
the expected floodplain by 3 feet, the Shorefront
Center in Brooklyn was well-prepared to assist other
healthcare facilities and emergency responders.

Lessons Learned
Shorefront’s infrastructure was just one reason it
held steady during the storm. It also places high
value on communication in times of crisis, whether
it be team leaders prepared to use satellite phones
to communicate during emergency in case regular
cellphones became ineffective, or team-focused
actions like maintaining updated phone contact lists
and relaying with outside vendors regarding supplies.
Shorefront’s staffers also put a high price tag on
executive-level support during the planning stages.
Bellevue’s mitigation efforts since the storm have
recognized many areas of its facility that need to be
rethought and strengthened to withstand a future
emergency, including:
• Elevating electrical/mechanical systems and water
pumps to floors above the flood level
• Moving some elevator pits to the ground floor so
they can function in an emergency
• Improving protection for fuel pumps and gas
tanks, and
• Expanding emergency power distribution
systems to bring generator power to crucial
areas of the hospital.
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New Orleans vs. Hurricane Katrina
During Hurricane Katrina, the entire city of New
Orleans found itself underprepared for a powerful
storm that resulted in destruction and dilapidation
that can be viewed to this day. Area hospitals took
some of the hardest hits.
About 200 patients and doctors were trapped in
Charity Hospital, the largest public hospital in the city
and a comprehensive trauma center. There was no
food, water or power, resulting in some patients on
ventilators that were being worked by hand pumps.
Conditions were so dire that, because the morgue
had flooded, the bodies of the deceased were being
stored in stairwells. It was only on the Friday after
Katrina first struck that the hospital had been
fully evacuated.
The situation at Memorial Medical Center proved
even more grim. As outlined in physician Sheri Fink’s
book Five Days at Memorial, when the hospital lost
power, hard choices were made to evacuate patients
with the best chance of survival first, at the expense
of the sickest, some of whom doctors helped hasten
to their deaths.
Katrina struck just east of Touro Infirmary and Rehab
Center, where the 156-year-old nonprofit facility lost
power, backup generators, communications systems,
and most crucially, water. Because Touro depended
on city water, when the supply went dry, not only was
there no more drinking water, but there was no way to
flush the toilets.

Lessons Learned
Unlike some newer hospitals, Touro had weathered
enough hurricanes in its time to develop a disaster
response plan, but Katrina was too much for even it
to handle. As one of the first facilities to re-open, 28
days after the storm, it had the chance to apply many
lessons from Katrina, including:
• Finding additional water sources – Rather than be
solely reliant on the city, Touro has dug a 600-foot
well so it would have its own water source.
• Reducing population before the emergency –
When preparing for 2008’s Hurricane Gustavo,
Touro moved critical patients to other facilities, and
as a result, was able to cut staff down from 1,400
to 350.
• Increasing communications – During Katrina,
Touro only had two phone lines in a conference
room to communicate with other hospitals and
the community; it has since installed a dedicated
center with multiple phone lines and computer
terminals.
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Boston vs. The Marathon Bombings
When two improvised explosive devices (IEDs)
detonated near the finish line of the Boston Marathon
in April 2013, the result was three deaths and 264
injured. Of those injured, hospitals treated 140
victims – all of whom survived.

Lessons Learned

The public, health-focused nature of the event
fortunately ensured that emergency staff were
already on scene, with medical tents just yards away
from the bombing site. And with comprehensive
response plans and previous training, Boston hospital
staffs were able to manage the sudden overflow of
emergency patients.

• Identifying patients – In a tragic mix-up, a woman
was identified by the ID in the handbag she’d rolled
in with – but the bag belonged to another woman.
That woman’s relatives were called in, only to find
a stranger in the bed. In fact, the owner of the
handbag had died at the scene.

Upon being notified that patients were about to arrive,
facilities had to immediately transfer all focus and
personnel to think quickly and perform non-routine
tasks. For instance, Massachusetts General Hospital
suspended routine CT scans so that they would be
available for bombing victims.
Other hospitals, having dealt with treating battlefield
wounded, prepared for radiation or chemical
contamination. Brigham and Women’s Hospital
was one such facility, where personnel prepped
decontamination units in anticipation of patients.
But there remained the possibility of a follow-up
attack on a facility, requiring reinforced security
working with local law enforcement. Following
the blasts, Tufts Medical Center staff identified a
suspicious package that prompted the emergency
department to temporarily relocate to another part of
the hospital until police could determine it was safe.

While the Boston Marathon Bombing is viewed as
a welcome success in crisis management, several
areas of improvement have been noted in the
aftermath, including:

• Stronger security – Tufts’ experience with a
suspicious package underscores the need to
beef up security in worst-case scenarios, and for
healthcare facilities to identify alternative locations
for patients, with minimum amounts of glass, to
ensure workflow continues uninterrupted.
• Social media use – Doctors at Mass General got
an early indication when an ER staffer saw a tweet
from a friend at the finish line just after the blast,
prompting the ER to hold off on upcoming surgeries
and prep for incoming victims; however, while
facilities can’t ignore social media, they should also
be sure the information is accurate before acting
upon it.
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The Midwest vs. a Year Of Disasters
2011 was trying year for hospitals in the midwestern
United States, as multiple natural disasters –
including floods, blizzards and tornadoes – struck.
Healthcare facilities managed to implement
appropriate emergency plans when facing most
disasters, as you’ll see. But there was one disaster
that they couldn’t prepare for.
For example: In February of the year, a 2,000-mile-wide
storm hit the region hard, and facilities responded
by rolling out their emergency response plans.
Wesley Medical Center in Wichita, KS, opened rooms
for individuals who were stranded because of the
weather, while Boon Hospital and University Hospital
in Columbia, MO rode out the storm with a 10-day
stockpiled supply of food, fuel and medical supplies.
But in May, an EF-5 tornado – the highest-ranking
on the scale used to measure tornado density,
with winds of more than 200 mph – tore a six-milelong path through Joplin, MO, killing 161 people,
destroying 7,000 homes, and completely demolishing
St. Johns Regional Medical Center, one of the largest
hospitals in the region.
Staffers had just minutes to prepare for impact, once
nurses shuttled patient beds into hallways, moved
furniture and shuttered blinds. But only 10 minutes
after the initial “Condition Gray” warning, the tornado
hit the nine-story facility, tearing off the roof and
shattering most of the windows.
The tornado killed at least five patients and injured
several more of the 183 who remained. When the
backup generator failed, the lights went out – and
the medical equipment. Within 90 minutes, with
concerns the building was unstable, evacuations were
under way. But with no power to run the elevators,
staff had to slide some patients down the stairs
on mattresses. Once outside, some patients were
loaded on pickup trucks to get them to safety, while
St. Johns staff, many of whom were hurt themselves,
set up a triage center to assist injured residents and
get them to other facilities.

Lessons Learned
The Missouri Hospital Association drew upon the
lessons of these catastrophic disasters – the
tornado in particular – to draft a report outlining nine
essential elements all healthcare facility emergency
plans must have in place:
• Communications – Including redundant types of
equipment, to coordinate employees, the public and
the media
• Evaluation – Hospitals must test all plans and
correct weaknesses as needed
• Medical surge – Establishing procedures for patient
care that include solutions to staff, supply and
space limitations
• Planning – Involving employees in planning and
practice, with regional and state partners
• Resources – Tasking a staffer with supply
management during a disaster to evaluate levels,
usage and potential needs
• Safety and security – Being aware of opportunistic
individuals who attempt to take advantage of crisis
situations
• Staffing – Deciding how to manage and care for
hospital staff during disaster response
and recovery
• Volunteers – Incorporating volunteers without
lodging and food accommodations, and
• Utilities – Considering redundant systems and
partnership for outside water and power sources.
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Texas vs. Tropical Storm Allison
When a storm developed from a tropical wave
in the Gulf of Mexico in June 2001, the northern
Texas coast was bombarded with nearly 40 inches
of flooding, leading to the deaths of 41 people and
$5 billion in damage, making it the deadliest and
costliest tropical storm the U.S. has ever seen.

telemedicine equipment was stored. Then the threat
of losing emergency power meant the neonatal unit
had to be evacuated to another tower. And one of the
phone switch closets was close to a water seepage,
sending staff members loading sandbags to protect
the closet.

The Texas Children’s Hospital in Houston found
itself under the gun because of an initial shift in the
storm’s trajectory. Because the storm had initially
moved out of their path, administrators cancelled
their emergency response procedures – which meant
they were caught off-guard when the storm came back
and hit them a few days later.

Allison also took a toll on the Texas Medical Center,
which estimated up to $1.5 billion dollars of damage
to its campus, including research facilities, diagnostic
equipment, laboratory spaces, administrative records,
utilities, vehicles and more.

Personnel were either caught in their homes, unable
to get to work because of the floods, or stuck at the
hospital, unable to leave. Administrators immediately
began taking steps, including stocking food and
toiletries and arranging hotels for staff who could
come in.
Nearly 200 staff members stayed at the nearby
hotels, but even the two-block commute proved
daunting, as buses that were bringing them to and
from flooded. At the hospital, residents were asked
to reduce patient care orders to minimal need –
medication, assessment and procedures only to
those most in need.
Problems kept mounting. Smoke began seeping
through the vents, caused by the diesel fuel running
the backup generators. Once that was resolved, they
learned water was flowing into the basement where

Lessons Learned
The Texas Medical Center took Tropical Storm
Allison as an opportunity to restructure and redesign
the campus and facilities. It developed a hazard
mitigation plan with both short- and long-range goals
to make the hospital more resistant to storm damage
and more efficient under regular conditions.
Once the crisis passed, the Children’s Hospital held
a meeting to discuss its emergency plans and what
they could do differently in the future. The most
important lesson for them: be proactive. Activating
the emergency plan earlier, as they’d initially planned,
could have limited the number of patients taken in,
discharged patients before the storm made that
impossible, managed staffing issues and been able
to more capably respond to new crises, such as the
losses of elevators and water.
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The West vs. Wildfires
Every summer, the western United States deals
with the destructive threat of wildfires. Forests are
so overgrown in some parts of the west that when a
fire does occur, it’s vastly more intense and spreads
more rapidly than it would have some 70 years ago.
Climate change is another factor: more frequent
heatwaves and less precipitation have contributed to
a continuing increase in destructive wildfires, which
have cost the U.S. over $28.5 billion in damages
between 1980 and 2011.
In Colorado, as the East Peak Fire blazed, the Spanish
Peaks Regional Health Center prepared to evacuate
along with the rest of the area, with trucks filled
with medical supplies and vans ready to transport
almost 100 patients. But they also had to contend
with mitigating the fire – knocking down, grinding and
chipping trees to ensure a perimeter of 500 feet from
the facility to defend against the blaze.
A southern California wildfire forced 260 residents
and hospital patients to evacuate the Marine Corps’
Camp Pendleton base. It wasn’t the fire itself – which
had already scorched 1,500 acres and caused minor
damage to four buildings on base – but a resulting
power outage that prompted the hospital evacuation,
sending patients to other hospitals.
A small rural healthcare provider in the San Juan
mountain range, Rio Grande Hospital, had to
evacuate two partner clinics and prepare for a
potential evacuation of its own facility due to smoke.
Emergency equipment like the 800 MHz radios and
console allowed staff to maintain communications at
all levels of government while making decisions about
hospital operations, including evacuation.

Lessons Learned
When a disaster hits, evacuation can come as a
surprise to a facility, even one that has an emergency
plan in place. That was the case for Feather River
Hospital in northern California, which had to deal with
an emergency evacuation in the wake of lightningcaused wildfires in 2008. One staffer shared with
the National Fire Protection Association some of the
lessons they learned from the experience:
• Evacuation is an option – Even if the hospital
doesn’t burn, smoke can be incapacitating to
patients; evacuation should be considered early,
not at the last moment in an emergency.
• Command centers can move – If threatened
by fire, an alternate safe site should be ready
for preparation.
• Communications training is needed – The hospital
didn’t have phone numbers for all staffers, while
some employees didn’t know about a hotline set up
for them; in cases like these, training is essential.
• Department-specific plans – Every department’s
needs are different and must be planned for.
• What’s essential – Determine absolutely necessary
services and personnel, and have policies in place
to keep all employees out of harm’s way.
• Monitor employee hours and stress – Anticipating
emergencies that could last a long time means
staff needs to pace itself, with normal shift-lengths
and regular relief.
• Paperwork training – Operational logs in an
emergency are used to guide response and
recovery, as well as future planning.
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Conclusion:

Why healthcare continuity
training is essential
In all of these scenarios, there is a common
thread: the staffers who went above and beyond
to react and adapt to emergency events that are
impossible to completely predict. Whether it was a
storm, a flood, an earthquake or a violent tragedy, the
healthcare professionals caught in the center were,
in many cases, able to rise to the challenge
to save lives, coordinate communication and
mitigate damage.
And they were able to do this because they had
been trained to understand and put into action the
emergency management plans required by HIPAA,
NFPA 1600 and Joint Commission standards. Training
healthcare professionals is only going to become
more important under the proposed regulations,
which specifically cite personnel training and testing
as one of the key areas of expansion needed in the
healthcare industry.
DRI International is a leading trainer in business
continuity and across many industries around the world,
including healthcare. Training programs are designed to
provide healthcare personnel with the tools necessary
to create robust, detailed business continuity plans that
work when they’re needed the most.

The Certified Healthcare Provider Continuity
Professional (CHPCP) training course was developed
to meet the specific demands of professionals in
the healthcare field, including hospitals, nursing
homes, clinics and medical practices. Students
will be introduced to best practices through DRI
International’s professional practices for business
continuity, with a curriculum that reflects HIPAA, NFPA
1600, Joint Commission, NIMS, and other related
regulations, laws and standards.
All courses have been developed by and are taught by
healthcare business continuity professionals, using
the language of the sector.
In short: Healthcare facilities with CHPCP-designated
personnel demonstrate an organizational dedication
to business continuity and emergency management
at a time when the healthcare sector is being called
upon to make them a top priority.
For more information on DRI International’s
business continuity training certification for
healthcare professionals, visit www.drii.org or call
(866)-542-3744. Ask about scheduling group training
for your entire BCP team.
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Further Reading
Quick Links

General Info

• General Info

Federal Register: Emergency Preparedness
Requirements for Medicare and Medicaid
Participating Providers and Suppliers

• New Orleans
(Katrina)
• New York City
(Sandy)
• Boston (Marathon
Bombing)
• Missouri (2011
Natural Disasters)
• Oklahoma (2013
Tornado)
• Colorado (Aurora
Mass Shooting)
• West Coast
(Wildfires)
• East Coast
(Hurricane Irene)
• Texas (Tropical
Storm Allison)

https://www.federalregister.gov/
articles/2013/12/27/2013-30724/
medicare-and-medicaid-programs-emergencypreparedness-requirements-for-medicareand-medicaid
New York Times: Citing Urgent Need, U.S.
Calls on Hospitals to Hone Disaster Plans
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/03/12/us/
us-citing-urgent-need-calls-on-hospitals-toimprove-disaster-plans.html?_r=2

Urban Institute: After Katrina: Hospitals
in Hurricane Katrina – Challenges Facing
Custodial Institutions in a Disaster
http://www.urban.org/
UploadedPDF/411348_katrinahospitals.pdf
Red Orbit: Touro Infirmary Applies Lessons
Learned from Katrina
http://www.redorbit.com/news/
health/1546781/touro_infirmary_applies_
lessons_learned_in_katrina/
http://www.touro.com/upload/assets/
PDFs/Rehab/diaster_materials.pdf

New York City (Superstorm Sandy):

Emergency Management: Hospital
Preparedness Budget Cuts Could Severely
Impact Emergency Response

LiveScience: A Tale of Two Hospitals:
Bellevue, Shorefront Center Resilience
During Sandy

http://www.emergencymgmt.com/health/
Hospital-Preparedness-Program-Budget-Cuts.
html

http://www.livescience.com/40734hurricane-sandy-shorefront-center-coneyisland-hospital.html

New Orleans (Katrina):

ABC News: Backup Generator Fails: NYU
Langone Medical Center Evacuated

NPR: During Katrina, Memorial Medical
Center Doctors Chose Who Lived, Who Died
http://www.npr.
org/2013/09/10/220687231/duringkatrina-memorial-doctors-chose-who-livedwho-died
New York Times Magazine: The Deadly
Choices at Memorial (In-Depth Report)
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/08/30/
magazine/30doctors.html?pagewanted=all
CNN: Patients at Charity Hospital Finally
Evacuated
http://www.cnn.com/2005/US/09/03/
katrina.hospitals/index.html

http://abcnews.go.com/Health/superstormsandy-backup-generator-fails-nyu-medicalcenter/story?id=17594665
FEMA: Bellevue Takes Mitigation Steps
Following Sandy
http://www.fema.gov/disaster/4085/
updates/new-yorks-bellevue-hospital-takesmitigation-steps-after-hurricane-sandy
New York Times: With Some Hospitals
Closed After Hurricane, E.R.s at Others
Overflow
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/12/04/
nyregion/with-some-hospitals-closed-afterhurricane-sandy-others-overflow.html
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Boston (Marathon Bombing):

Oklahoma (2013 Tornado):

NPR: All Things Considered: Boston Hospitals Share
Lessons From Marathon Bombing

DHS/FEMA LESSON Learned: Hospital Care Following
Destruction of a Local Hospital

http://www.npr.org/blogs/
health/2013/09/19/224049730/boston-hospitalsshare-lessons-from-marathon-bombing

https://www.llis.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/
Hospital%20Care%20and%20Patient%20Evacuation.
pdf

DHS/FEMA LESSON LEARNED: Boston Marathon
Bombings Hospital Readiness and Response

ABC News: Tornado Struck Hospital, But Staff and
Patients Unharmed

https://www.llis.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/
Boston%20Marathon%20Bombings%20Hospital%20
Readiness%20and%20Response.pdf

http://abcnews.go.com/Health/hospital-hitoklahoma-tornado-lucky/story?id=19225984

CDC: Hospital Preparedness and the Boston
Marathon Bombing
http://blogs.cdc.gov/publichealthmatters/2013/09/
hospital-preparedness-and-the-boston-marathonbombing/
New Yorker: Why Boston’s Hospitals Were Ready
http://www.newyorker.com/online/blogs/
newsdesk/2013/04/why-bostons-hospitals-wereready.html

Missouri (2011 Joplin Disasters):
Advisory Board Company: 9 Lessons Hospitals Can
Learn from the Joplin Tornado
http://www.advisory.com/dailybriefing/2012/05/17/lessons-from-joplin-tornado
Missouri Hospital Association: Lessons Learned from
the Missouri Disasters of 2011
http://web.mhanet.com/uploads/media/2012_
Lessons_Learned.pdf
Huffington Post: Joplin Tornado Video Captured by St.
John’s Mercy Hospital Security Camera Released
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/05/22/joplintornado-st-johns-mercy-hospital-video_n_1535971.
html

L.A. Times: Children’s Hospital ‘Code Black’ Before
Flood of Patients
http://articles.latimes.com/2013/may/21/nation/
la-na-nn-oklahoma-tornado-injuries-20130521

Colorado (Aurora Mass Shooting):
CNN: Hospitals Flooded With Victims After Movie
Theater Shooting
http://www.cnn.com/2012/07/20/health/coloradoshooting-emergency-response
AONE: When Disaster Strikes: University of Colorado
Hospital’s Response to the July 20, 2012 Aurora
Shooting
www.aone.org/conference2013/Handouts/2013.../
Sat_6_605_L_13.pdf
L.A. Times: Colorado Theater Shooting Plunges
Hospitals Into Turmoil
http://articles.latimes.com/2012/jul/25/nation/lana-colorado-doctor-20120725
Denver Post: Aurora Theater Shooting Report Shows
Delays in Fire, Ambulance Response
http://www.denverpost.com/ci_23143246/auroratheater-shooting-report-shows-delays-fire-ambulance
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West Coast (Wild Fires):

East Coast (Hurricane Irene):

Pueblo Chieftain: East Peak Fire Prompts Hospital to
Tackle Fire Mitigation

Huffington Post: Vermont Struggles to Rebuild Mental
Health System After Hurricane Irene

http://www.chieftain.com/home/1351407-120/firehospital-mcgraw-east

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/01/31/vermontmental-health-hurricane-irene_n_1244913.html

UCH: University of Colorado Health and CHC Provide
Assistance for Waldo Canyon Fire

ABC News: Hospitals in Hurricane Irene’s Path Enact
Safety Plans

http://www.uch.edu/about/news/2012/healthpartners-assist-wildfire-efforts/

http://abcnews.go.com/Health/hospitals-preparehurricane-irene/story?id=14387929

USPHE: Colorado Wild Fires Hospital Preparedness
Program

MedScape: Hospitals, Physicians Hustle to Prepare
For Hurricane Irene

https://www.phe.gov/Preparedness/planning/hpp/
events/Pages/wildfires-colorado-june-2013.aspx

http://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/748674

NFPA: NoCal Hospital Evacuated

Newsday: Hurricane Irene Prompts 2 Suffolk
Hospitals to Evacuate

https://www.nfpa.org/newsandpublications/nfpajournal/2011/january-february-2011/features/theday-the-hospital-closed

http://www.newsday.com/news/breaking/
hurricane-irene-prompts-2-suffolk-hospitals-toevacuate-1.3123783

Christian Science Monitor: Wildfire Forces Evacuation
at Camp Pendleton

Christian Post: Hurricane Irene Forces Brooklyn
Hospitals, Nursing Homes to Evacuate

http://www.csmonitor.com/USA/Latest-NewsWires/2013/1006/Wildfire-forces-evacuation-atCamp-Pendleton

http://www.christianpost.com/news/hurricaneirene-forces-brooklyn-hospitals-and-nursing-homes-toevacuate-54588/

Washington Post: Western Wildfires Growing More
Intense, Insurers Deeply Concerned

PBS NewsHour: The Anatomy of Coney Island
Hospital’s Hurricane Evacuation

http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/capitalweather-gang/wp/2013/10/17/report-westernwildfires-growing-more-intense-insurers-deeplyconcerned/

www.pbs.org/newshour/rundown/the-anatomy-ofconey-island-hospitals-hurricane-evacuation/

Texas (Tropical Storm Allison):
Nurse Zone: Nurses, Staff Overcome the Challenges
of Tropical Storm Allison at Texas Children’s Hospital
in Houston
http://www.nursezone.com/nursing-news-events/
more-features/Nurses-Staff-Overcome-the-Challengesof-Tropical-Storm-Allison-at-Texas-Children%C3%A2%E2%
82%AC%E2%84%A2s-Hospital-in-Houston_21482.aspx

For more information, visit our website or contact a representative today.
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